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Remembering1. Anaming word is called:
(a)AnInterjection

(b)aNoun

(c) a Pronoun

(d)a Verb

2. The students were studying quietly. The highlighted word is:
(a) an Adverb
3.

(b)a Preposition

(c)a Verb

(d) an Adjective

The children worked very hardfor the exams. The highlighted word is:
(a)a Noun
(b) an Adjective
(c) a Pronoun

(d) an Adverb

4. Dogsand Cats can be tamed as pets. The highlighted word is:
(a)a Noun
(b) a Conjunction
(c) a Pronoun

(d) an Adverb

5. The fox jumped over the dog. The highlighted word is:
(a)a Noun
(b) a Preposition
(c) a Pronoun

(d) an Adverb

Understanding1.Choose the correctspelling.
(a) Roughage
2. The plural ofbox is:
(b) Boxs

(b) Roufage

(c)Raufage

(b) Boxes

(c)Boxis

3.Tick the odd one out.
Cub, Puppy, Kitten and Tiger
(a)Puppy
(b)Cub

(d)Roufage

(d)Boses

( c)Tiger

(d)Kitten

4. Choose the correct synonym of
Steady
(a)Fast
(b)Quick

( c)Move

(d)Firm

5. The correct synonym of word ͚tremble͛ is.
(a) Move
(b)Shake

(c) Dance

(d)Drop

Application Based
Choose the ͚correct word͛-(Opposite)from the sentencesgiven:
1. The king knows how to keep his people happy.
(a)Friend
(b)Neighbour

(c)Prince

(d)Queen

2. It was a bright and sunny day.
(a)colour, Nice

(b)Ugly, night

(c)dull, cloudy

3. The quiet child was an intelligent student of the class.
(a)Smart, Slow
(b)Talkative, dumb

(c)deaf, dumb,

4. The elephant is a huge animal.
(a)Big
(b)Strong

(d)Coward

5. She cannot talk because she is deaf.
(a)Talk, Blind
(b)Quiet, Deaf

(c)Small

(c)Talk, Deaf

(d)shade, hot

(d) Smart, Sharp

(d)Listen,Dumb

HOTS
Choose the best response.
1.If you find someone helping you, you say
a) Sorry
b) Good Bye
c) Welcome c) Thank you
2. What did you do after you realize your mistake?
a)Say thank-you.
b) Say good- bye
c) Say sorry
3. How can you help your Teacher?
a) By being good learner b) By being in discipline c) By keeping class room tidy d) All
b) When you meet your friend, you
a) Greet
b) Say Good bye.
c) You ignore
d) none
c) You know it͛s your friend͛sBirthday, you say
a) So Sorry
b) Happy Birthday
c) Thank you
d) Say good- bye

